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<T>In Memoriam Indoor Fountains:  
Promenade Concerts and the Built Environment 
<A>JONATHAN HICKS 
<TX>They turned off the taps toward the end of the 2010 season of the BBC Proms. For much 
of that summer, like so many before, the stage crew at London’s Royal Albert Hall had been 
responsible for fitting, filling, decorating, and maintaining a pool about ten feet wide at the 
center of the standing-only arena. The “Proms fountain,” as it was commonly known, had been a 
fixture of the annual concert series for as long as any regular attendees could remember. It was 
only when it did not return the following summer that a few journalists went to the trouble of 
putting a date on its first appearance (1927 according to BBC Music Magazine) and a thousand or 
so festival devotees signed a petition against its removal.1 The resistance, it seems, was fleeting. 
With minimal fuss the Proms fountain went from being a legacy feature to an archival curiosity. 
All that remains from its non-appearance in 2011 is a slim set of comments on the history and 
redundancy of an artificial pond.  
I will come to the history in a moment. First, I want to note some of the explanations 
given for the fountain’s obsolescence by then festival director Roger Wright. From the 
perspective of the Proms organizers, the priority, understandably, was to maximize audience 
capacity. Given that there is only so much room in the Royal Albert Hall, why fill it with water 
when you could fill it with ticketholders? Wright also pointed to the impracticality of the existing 
arrangement. It is not just that the fountain had to be installed anew each season, but it also had 
to be drained and removed (then returned and refilled) to accommodate any non-standard stage 
arrangements such as a star pianist placed in the center of the arena. If these two objections, on 
the grounds of capacity and practicality, were the main drivers of Wright’s decision, “there will 
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also be an additional benefit,” the director remarked in a blog post at the time, “as the filling and 
emptying of the fountain’s vast quantities of water over a summer was not exactly 
environmentally friendly.”2 
It is easy to be cynical about Wright’s nod to environmental friendliness. Not only does it 
smack of an afterthought, but it also dresses up hard-nosed efficiency savings in the garb of 
green cultural policy. The fountain was evidently removed to save space and cut costs; any 
resulting conservation of water was a bonus, but one that surely counted for little when set 
against the total resource consumption of a venue the size of the Royal Albert Hall, not to 
mention the festival’s continued reliance on large numbers of frequent-flying musicians. Such 
criticisms, however, are not my main concern here. What interests me about Wright’s 
environmental aside is the way it hints at a change in concert practice—both creative and 
corporate—around the time of the demise of the peculiar water feature to which this essay is 
addressed.   
In the years since Wright bade farewell to the fountain, the language (and sometimes the 
logic) of ecological stewardship has been increasingly adopted by mainstream cultural 
institutions such as the BBC Proms. The 2019 season, for instance, featured “Earth and 
environment” as one of its overarching themes, with a press release explaining how decisions 
about programming and commissions were linked to “the changing world around us and . . . the 
topical debate around the future of our planet.”3 The largest community participation project that 
season was a performance, with some 600 singers, of John Luther Adams’s In the Name of the 
Earth (2018), a work described in the same press release as “a swansong for our planet.” There 
was also a world premiere (part of an early-year’s event) for Hans Zimmer’s more succinctly 
titled Earth, another work ostensibly responding to contemporary environmental thought. And 
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the same summer saw a family-focused concert devised around The Lost Words, a 2017 
collection of “spell-poems to re-wild the language of children” written by Robert McFarlane and 
illustrated by Jackie Morris.4 In the context of the main program it is striking, if not entirely 
surprising, how easily some of the best known works of the long nineteenth century could be 
slotted into the same earth-and-environment agenda: from Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony 
(1808) to Strauss’s An Alpine Symphony (1915), from Haydn’s Creation (1798) to Mahler’s Das 
Lied von der Erde (1909), the canon of classical concert music is famously rich in allusion to 
landscape and nature. From there it is but a small step to thinking of these works—all 
programmed at the BBC Proms in 2019—as commenting, however obliquely, on the condition 
of the environment.5  
This apparent consolidation of “the environment” as a credible means of organizing a 
classical concert schedule is one of the two key developments I see presaged by Wright’s remark 
about the “unfriendly” waste of fountain water. The other, more directly, is the obligation for 
cultural institutions to account for and mitigate their environmental impact. By the time Wright’s 
successor was shaping the Proms repertoire in the image of the earth, festivalgoers were being 
advised to adapt their behavior in the interests of “sustainability.” This imperative is most 
pronounced in publicity for an offshoot of the Royal Albert Hall series, the Proms in the Park 
concerts held since 1996 in Hyde Park, one of London’s largest open spaces. The website for 
these events boasts of “Creative Green Certification” and encourages the use of low-carbon 
travel. There is considerable detail, for anyone who is interested, about the Proms in the Park 
“waste strategy” as well as the by-now-familiar injunctions to avoid single use plastics and 
practice good separation of recyclable, compostable, and landfill material.6  
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As I alluded to above, this combination of thematic and pragmatic environmentalism 
seems to have stabilized—at least in the context of the BBC Proms—not long after Wright’s 
decision to disestablish the fountain. This is not, to be clear, a case of cause and effect. All built 
things must come to an end and it is a wonder the fountain lasted as long as it did. By the same 
token, there are plenty of earlier examples of ecologically savvy programs and policies in 
classical concert culture, within the United Kingdom and elsewhere. My aim in this essay is not 
to single out the summer of 2010, as if it marked some unique moment in the history of music 
and the environment.7 Rather, my reason for beginning at the end of the story—with a shorthand 
version of a post-fountain, climate-conscious regime—is that it provides a point of comparison 
for an alternative and considerably older tradition of environmental imagination, one that bears 
directly on the culture, and architecture, of promenade concerts.   
<S>Why Fountains? 
<TX>As you might expect, the alternative tradition of environmental imagination that I want to 
pursue is bound up with the history and function of concert hall fountains. This may seem like a 
quirky topic, and perhaps it is, but it is one that has the merit of material significance. The body 
of water that was, for so long, placed and replaced in the center of the Royal Albert Hall was not 
just there for show; it was supposed to do things, and some of these things were remembered (or 
researched) in the years immediately following its passage into obscurity. The writer for the 
aforementioned BBC Music Magazine piece, for instance, remarked how “the fountain was 
designed to regulate the temperature of the Queen’s Hall in Langham Place,” where the Proms 
were held prior to the Hall’s bombing in World War II, “but in recent times the seats which 




The mention of elderly Prommers (the term for anyone with a ticket to the central, 
ostensibly standing-only arena) was coupled in this case with a photograph of two white-haired 
audience members, one with a walking stick, both seated at the edge of the pond in an almost-
empty Royal Albert Hall. Behind them is visible the greenery that adorned the Proms fountain: 
grassy fronds punctuated by the pink and white of foxgloves. I assume the leaves and flowers in 
the photograph were inorganic, but their colour and texture nevertheless offer a compelling 
contrast to the regulation red plush found elsewhere in the auditorium. The writer of the piece 
quotes one Lesley Melliard as saying to The Daily Telegraph in 2011 that the fountain “provided 
a calm atmosphere but also acted like a lung and cooled the hall down.” This, remember, was the 
point at which an energized few were attempting to shame the festival organizers into reversing 
their decision. Melliard was presumably among their number, remarking to the Telegraph that 
“there have certainly been more people fainting this year, despite the cooler weather. But the 
BBC would obviously rather get those extra 25 people in.”9 
  A few years later, when any opposition to the fountain’s removal had long since fizzled 
out, the same claim about temperature regulation was repeated in a #PromsFact tweet by the 
official festival account, which noted that“the Pond was intended to break up the crush of the 
audience and improve the temperature and humidity for instrumentalists and singers!”10 The 
inclusion of a jaunty exclamation mark seems to cast the information as mere trivia, a #fact to be 
consumed or scrolled past on the basis of its novelty value. Elsewhere, though, we find more 
elaborate attempts to make sense of the not-long-since-retired water-cooling system. Notably, in 
a blog post for the Guardian from 2013, one journalist sought the origins of the fountain in the 
years before the BBC’s involvement in 1927, paying close attention to the idiosyncrasies of a 
single historical figure: Dr. George Cathcart.11  
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As the Guardian piece explains, it was Cathcart (a Wagner-loving otolaryngologist) who 
bankrolled Robert Newman (the rookie manager of Queen’s Hall) to launch a series of relatively 
cheap and informal summer concerts in 1895 under the direction of Henry Wood (accompanist 
and conductor fresh from Bayreuth).12 The BBC, for its part, tends to emphasize Wood’s signal 
contribution to the establishment of the still-running series: his name is sprinkled liberally across 
promotional material, his bust is installed on stage for the duration of the festival, and part of the 
Last Night ritual (more on which at the end of this essay) involves a select delegation of 
Prommers adorning his bronze likeness with a laurel wreath.13 By contrast, the narrative in the 
Guardian foregrounds the work of Cathcart, the wealthy ear, nose, and throat doctor, who is 
presented as a visionary eccentric combining musical and medical insights. 
The post tells the well-documented tale of Cathcart’s interventionist approach to 
patronage, not least his insistence that the people should listen to more Wagner. It also recalls 
how Cathcart “worried that English voices were becoming damaged by singing at a pitch that 
had been rising by about a semitone over the past 50 years compared to most of western 
Europe.” Regardless of the validity of this apprehension, the story goes that Cathcart offered his 
financial backing for the new series of promenade concerts on the strict condition that all 
performances conform to lowered concert pitch, even if that meant subsidising the purchase of 
new brass and woodwind instruments.14 Most significantly for the purposes of the present essay, 
Cathcart’s third and final condition was that the hall should be fitted out with a fountain. “Given 
a high summer start, he knew that Queen's Hall would get pretty hot and stuffy, so, with the stalls 
seating removed for strolling around (they were billed, after all, as Promenade concerts) he had 
the bright idea of installing a fountain in the centre surrounded by a bank of flowers.” This was 
clearly an idea the Guardian writer could relate to: “The Royal Albert Hall always gets pretty hot 
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in the summer, this sweltering summer [2013] for sure . . . It always seemed that much cooler to 
enter the hall to the sight and sound of the Proms fountain.”  
Besides the homage to Cathcart’s innovations, this post is remarkable for the fondness of 
its personal recollections and the attempt to connect past and present. The Proms is nothing if not 
a performance of tradition and for those who care (not an insignificant constituency) the fountain 
is already an established feature of the festival’s mythology. What I find striking is how aspects 
of this mythology are so finely attuned to matters of heat and stuffiness. Indeed, the Guardian 
writer goes on to state how “in a bid to raise the humidity in the hall, even if it didn't lower the 
temperature, [Cathcart] plonked blocks of ice in the water.” The next line pokes fun at such a 
scheme—“History doesn't reveal whether [the ice blocks] had any effect and eventually they 
were replaced by goldfish”—but such gentle mockery is surely a sign of affection. Whatever 
their scepticism with regard to the workings of Victorian air conditioning, there seems no doubt 
in the journalist’s mind that a pool in a concert hall can modulate the mood of those present: 
“The good doctor knew that the mere sight and sound of a water fountain had a calming (if not 
an actual cooling) effect and, of course, it was turned off as soon as the music began.” 
<S>Inside the Auditorium 
<TX>Judging by press comments from the early years of the Queen’s Hall series, the fountain 
may in fact have stayed on throughout performances: “Nothing but praise can be bestowed on 
the arrangements,” went one report on the opening night of the 1897 season, “except that the 
fountain in the centre of the promenade suddenly becomes audible when the orchestra sinks to a 
piano or pianissimo.”15 It is tantalising to imagine the overlapping of aquatic and orchestral 
sound in this context.16 For the most part, however, the fountain was not remarked upon as an 
audible feature of Queen’s Hall events, and I have found conspicuously few objections on the 
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grounds of noise or distraction.17 More commonly it was commended as part and parcel of an 
ambitious new concert architecture: “The palatial establishment in Langham Place is thoroughly 
well adapted for the purpose to which it is being put at present,” observed a writer for the 
Musical Times in 1895, “and the special decorations, consisting of towering palms at the sides 
and back of the orchestra, and a cool fountain surrounded by huge blocks of ice in the centre of 
the promenade, together with the general arrangements for the comfort of visitors, testify at once 
to the astuteness and the good taste of the management.”18 
If this seems praise enough, there was yet more to come in the Monthly Musical Record a 
short while later. Notwithstanding another minor complaint about the volume of water—“Let 
this [fountain] fall more softly, we pray”—the end-of-season editorial went so far as to argue that 
that “the Promenade concerts [at Queen’s Hall] point to the Concert of the Future.”19 The 
Wagnerian reference is no accident, of course. As I have already mentioned, Cathcart had a hand 
in selecting the early programs, which featured numerous “Wagner nights,” and Wood was 
partly recruited on the basis of his Bayreuth credentials. In the opinion of the editorial, only the 
addition of a conductor such as Hans Richter or Felix Mottl (both Wagner specialists) could 
further raise the quality of the concerts. Yet quality was not the only yardstick. Indeed, “since 
high quality by itself has been tried—tried and found wanting, from a commercial point of 
view—it appears obvious that what we want is cheapness and free-and-easiness, and of these we 
place the last first in importance.”20 
 Without wishing to pin down too firmly what “free-and-easiness” might mean here, the 
editorial offers an indicative picture inspired by the existing Queen’s Hall series. The reader is 
presented with audiences walking about and chatting during concerts, taking advantage of the 
absence of seats in the promenade and the presence of unlocked corridors. The writer also 
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ponders the possibility of somewhere to smoke (though this last option is introduced as a bone of 
contention) and imagines a place—in this ideal concert of the future—for “Mr. Newman’s ferns 
and fountains.”21 In a literal sense, the promenade pond was at the center of this blueprint for 
musical reform. It was a focal point around which the imagined concertgoers of the future might 
congregate before dispersing, drifting, and rearranging themselves into temporary groupings 
(near the front, at the back, in the corridors, amid the smoke) as the mood and/or the music 
should take them. This was a model of a listening public made conspicuously mobile. Instead of 
a fixed seat with a predictable sightline, the purchase of a ticket would grant an opportunity to 
mill around in a pleasant environment—to be free and easy in the company of refined music and 
refreshing water.  
This forward-looking editorial from 1895 makes the connection between the early 
promenade concerts at Queen’s Hall and the later institution of the BBC Proms irresistible. The 
direct link—in the form of the Royal Albert Hall fountain—may have been broken, but the ethos 
of relatively relaxed and convivial summer concertgoing remains in place. In this light, you 
might even say the BBC Proms are the concerts of the future, an ongoing fulfilment of a late-
nineteenth-century wish. By the same token, it is no surprise that the Guardian writer expressed 
such an affinity for Cathcart’s project because the benefits it brought—the calm around the pool, 
the plants inside the hall—could still be felt in the early twenty-first century. However, the story 
of London promenade concerts is not only one of positivity and continuity. Cathcart, Newman, 
and Wood may have inaugurated (what turned out to be) a long-running and much-loved series, 
but they did so on the understanding that their chosen format was not universally admired.  
The piece from the Musical Times quoted above, for instance, begins by noting how “it is 
customary for superior people to sneer at Promenade Concerts.” There is an honourable mention 
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for Alfred Mellon’s role in conducting “amateurs of scanty means” toward uplifting orchestral 
repertoire, but this is the implicit exception to the rule: “some caterers of late years,” the article 
continues, “have deemed it well to consult the tastes of the vulgar, and have reaped a deserved 
reward in failure.”22 This writer did not identify any purveyors of sneerable fare, but the editorial 
in the Monthly Musical Record was more forthcoming: “We know, as well as anyone, what the 
Promenade concerts used to be in the old days at Covent Garden.”23 Given the class-
consciousness displayed elsewhere in the same text, the knowingness of this remark begs to be 
read in terms of social and cultural snobbery, that is, the Covent Garden promenade concerts 
attracted the wrong sort of public with the wrong sort of program. Rather than colluding in this 
nudge-nudge condescension, however, I prefer to ask what fin-de-siècle writers might have 
known about earlier promenade concerts, even if they deemed that knowledge too obvious or 
insignificant to commit to print. This is useful for two reasons: first, it means crossing the 
threshold of 1895 in order to explore the period of concert history not claimed as a precursor by 
the BBC Proms; second, it provides further opportunities to examine the architecture and 
atmosphere of promenade performance.  
In the case of Covent Garden, I suspect the 1890s reference to the “old days” points to the 
period in the 1870s when members of the Gatti family, from the Italian-speaking canton of 
Ticino in Switzerland, ran both a series of late summer promenade concerts (1873−1880) and 
winter pantomimes (1878−1880).24 It is possible to parse such entertainment in terms of the 
lowest common denominator populism invoked and abhorred by the writers quoted above. For 
instance, a report in the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News, a far cry from the Musical 
Times, notes a full house on the first night of the 1877 promenade season and draws attention to 
the audience’s “continued applause” and “efforts to encore every piece on the programme.”25 I 
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could imagine such excessive enthusiasm drawing the scorn of certain contemporaries, but I also 
think there is a risk in routing all analysis along the fault lines of taste and class.26 Recall the 
editorial discussed above: quality and cost were given as two of the key criteria for judging 
concerts, but “first in importance” was a sense of informality or free-and-easiness. While the 
promenade format was, to a great extent, defined by the music on the bill and the price of entry, 
it was also, perhaps to an even greater extent, conditioned by the circumstances of attendance 
and audition.  
It is with this in mind that I turn to the next passage in the same report, which details (as 
reports of new seasons often do) the theater’s latest renovations: “The orchestra is surmounted by 
a tasteful canopy, the floor is covered with a new Brussels carpet, costing £400 ; and in addition 
to the blocks of ice amongst the ferns and flowers at the back of the orchestra, an agreeable 
effect is introduced by placing four enormous blocks of ice in front of the dress circle. These are 
illuminated by coloured lamps, and impart refreshing coolness to the atmosphere.”27 If fountains 
are not mentioned directly here, it is probably because they were already taken for granted in the 
context of promenade concerts, certainly the Covent Garden variety. “The theatre itself is 
beautifully decorated,” ran a similar puff piece from the 1874 season. “Ferns, fountains, mirrors, 
gaseliers, blocks of coloured ice, pink curtains hung with roses, handsome carpets, fairy-like 
grottoes, with well-executed figure paintings form a scene which for exquisite beauty and variety 
it would be difficult to rival.”28  
It is hard to know where to begin with such lush descriptions. One of the most 
remarkable features, to my mind, is the illumination of the ice, which was presumably sourced 
from one of Carlo Gatti’s wells near King’s Cross. It was Carlo, the first of the family to settle in 
London, who made the Gatti name synonymous with frozen goods—first by manufacturing ice 
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creams in the 1850s (known as “penny licks” ) then by importing, storing, and trading vast 
quantities of ice from Norway.29 This was a business built on the dual sense of refreshment, both 
culinary and atmospheric, and its success indicates the lengths to which Victorians would go for 
an ephemeral cooling sensation. By the time Gatti’s frozen blocks were lit by gas for the comfort 
and dazzlement of concertgoers they had, in all likelihood, travelled across the North Sea from 
Norway, up the Thames to Limehouse, half way round the Regent’s Canal, and a couple of miles 
by cart to Covent Garden.  
Given the twenty-first-century references to environmental friendliness with which this 
essay began, it is tempting to ask after the carbon footprint of shifting so much solid water, 
especially as it must have turned to liquid fairly quickly under the glare of gaseliers. But this was 
surely not a matter of concern for either Gatti or his contemporaries (and, in any case, the blocks 
may have travelled much of the way as ballast). Even if it were possible to count the cost in the 
preferred currency of today’s climate science, that need not take away from the sheer effort and 
ingenuity that went into controlling the indoor environment of the promenade concerts.  This was 
partly to do with ice, but also fountains, ferns, flowers, canopies, carpets, and all the rest. For 
Victorian Londoners, a cool theater in summer was a marvel to behold, and the Covent Garden 
of the Gatti regime was marvellous indeed. Here was a fantasy land in which quadrilles, waltzes, 
and opera arrangements floated on the freshened air inside the leafy hall. Doubtless the end 
results appeared gaudy to some, and a potential distraction from the orchestral program.30 But, as 
I have already observed, I am anxious not to collapse the space of performance into a mere 
symbol of social or musical status.  
Much existing scholarship has identified the promenade format as a site of emergence for 
new kinds of publics with broad-based taste. Derek Scott put promenade concerts first among the 
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“new markets for cultural goods” that helped to shape nothing less than a “nineteenth-century 
popular music revolution.”31 Observing the same phenomenon from the other side of a not-yet-
great divide, Christina Bashford has shown how large-scale promenade concerts could be 
understood as both related and opposed to the contemporary “pursuit of high culture” in chamber 
music settings.32 Scott and Bashford were both building on the work of William Weber, whose 
landmark study of the “social structure of concert life,” anchored in the middle decades of the 
nineteenth century, introduced the promenade format as “by far the largest in scale and the most 
successful of all low-status concerts.”33 My aim in this essay is to not to disavow such analyses, 
which ultimately locate promenade concerts somewhere on an elite-to-popular axis, but to 
supplement them by paying closer attention to the built environments in which such concerts 
took place. That means looking both inside and outside performance venues. 
<S>Promenades in the City 
<TX>Hengler’s Cirque on Argyle Street, which advertised promenade concerts into the 1880s, is 
a prime example of an institution all too easily determined by markers of taste and class. Located 
on the site of the present London Palladium, Hengler’s was a short stroll down Regent Street 
from Queen’s Hall on Langham Place. This permanent circus-and-variety venue was rebuilt in 
brick in 1884 after the condemnation of an earlier all-wooden structure and it continued trading 
on the name of an acrobatic dynasty long since past its heyday. The Cirque’s original proprietor, 
Charles Hengler, was a non-performing son of a ropedancer and grandson of a horse-riding 
pyrotechnist.34 Charles’s death in 1887 precipitated a period of rapid turnover at the Argyll Street 
premises during which promenade concerts ceded space to aquatic spectacles. The floodable ring 
presumably came in handy when a change of ownership in 1895 occasioned the conversion of 
the circus into an ice rink known as the National Skating Palace. If Hengler’s lacked the 
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pretensions to artistic seriousness that characterized the initiative of Cathcart, Newman, and 
Wood, it did not want for either free-and-easiness or water. Once again, there is no escaping the 
familiar hierarchies of value (both social and cultural) that distinguish different sorts of 
entertainment and different sorts of concert. But the other running theme in these examples is no 
less important and can, I suggest, complement existing strategies for understanding nineteenth-
century urban concertgoing. 
For much, if not all, of its existence, Hengler’s had a fountain. This much is clear from a 
promotional image for promenade concerts dated ca. 1880 (see plate 1), which features a 
fountain in two of the inset scenes (bottom left and middle right) surrounding the main event. 
The height of the jets is matched by that of the palms, but both are dwarfed by the exaggerated 
scale of the central arena. While boasting, rather improbably, about the airiness and ease of 
circulation within the wooden structure (this image predates the 1884 rebuilding in brick), the 
execution of the lithograph draws attention to the decorative greenery. The composite design, 
showcasing a variety of spaces and attractions within a single venue, was quite common at the 
time. Likewise, there is nothing out of the ordinary in using ferns and ivies to break up or soften 
an illustration of this kind. Yet the way in which the seated audience at the bottom of the image 
continues the line of the trailing leaves, with the chair legs obscured by a sketchy form of land or 
foliage is not, I think, so conventional. This lithograph is, on one level, a visual document of a 
venue’s ambitions to haute bourgeois respectability, complete with all the predictable trappings 
of dress and decorum (top hats, frock coats, fancy dresses, and room to breathe). On another 
level, however, it hints at the outgrowth of promenade concert culture from outdoor or almost-
outdoor settings.  
**insert plate 1 around here** 
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Long before the Gatti tenure at Covent Garden, never mind Cathcart and others at 
Queen’s Hall, the promenade format was imported to London from Paris in the 1830s, with some 
of the first concerts taking place in mid-December 1838 at the Lyceum Theatre on the Strand 
(also known as the English Opera House). The seats in the “pit” (that is, the stalls) were covered 
over to allow audiences to move around and, judging by contemporary publicity material, the 
orchestra was seated on the stage with the conductor facing the auditorium.35 The key reference 
point for London audiences, underscored by the Lyceum’s advertisements for “Concerts à la 
Musard,” was the French celebrity composer and conductor Philippe Musard.36 As well as 
leading the band for the bals de l’Opéra in Paris, Musard had made a name for himself arranging 
summer concerts in the Champs Elysées. These events were sometimes billed as concerts à 
l’anglais because of the English predilection for outdoor entertainment and the international 
fame of pleasure gardens such as Vauxhall and Ranelagh.37 Among Musard’s chief innovations 
was the attempt to replicate the Champs Elysées format indoors during winter, in the Salle 
Valentino on Rue Saint-Honoré, with greenery recalling the lush summer months and, of course, 
a fountain.38  
As Stephanie Schroedter has recently shown, Musard was a leading figure in a generation 
of musicians concerned with the popularization of hitherto elite genres.39 He was also a pioneer 
in the interiorization of hitherto outdoor events. Promenading in the presence of music was, by 
the turn of the 1840s, nothing new for London (or Paris); the novelty was to do so indoors, in a 
built-up area. And where Musard led, many followed. The box office success of the Lyceum 
series soon inspired similar ventures at competing venues, including the two patent houses—
Covent Garden and Drury Lane—that were ostensibly dedicated to spoken drama. This concert 
takeover of London’s stages was initially a winter phenomenon, in keeping with the spirit of the 
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concerts d’hiver that Musard had directed in Paris in the 1830s. By June 1840, however, 
Musard’s chief rival, the charismatic conductor Louis-Antoine Jullien, was promoting summer 
concerts at Drury Lane. “No expense has been spared to render the house an agreeable 
promenade in hot weather,” went one report in the Musical World. “Several fountains are to 
throw their sparkling waters among the gaslights, and growing shrubs and flowers are to be 
introduced.”40 In a matter of only eighteen months, a format designed as a seasonal adaptation—
a way of enjoying summer’s free-and-easiness despite the freezing winter—had been reimagined 
in the interests of year-round profit. It was at this point that the air-freshening fountains and 
soothing plants entered the building and, at least in London, that is where they remained for the 
next 170 years.  
This process of quitting the outdoors and adapting the indoors to suit was by no means 
unique to promenade concerts. There is a parallel in the history of the Victorian circus as 
promoters increasingly moved from pitching tents in parks to building venues in city centers.41 
This was also, of course, the age that cemented the shopping arcade and covered market as 
prominent features of city life in industrialized societies. More prominent still were the giant 
glasshouses built not only to encase exotic flora but also to showcase art and industry. 
Unsurprisingly, there was some overlap between these phenomena. I have already cited 
Hengler’s Cirque, which played host to promenade concerts into the 1880s. I have also 
mentioned, in passing, Alfred Mellon, but have yet to point out that the concerts he conducted at 
Covent Garden in the 1860s took place in the Floral Hall (the forerunner of today’s Paul Hamlyn 
Hall).42 This conservatory-like structure, built in 1858 for the sale of fruit and vegetables, was 
quickly adapted to the fashion for promenade performance. One of the reasons it made sense for 
Mellon to use Floral Hall was the ample London precedent for concerts in settings that blurred 
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the boundaries between indoors and out. Jullien had put on promenade concerts at the Surrey 
Zoological Gardens in the late 1840s, for example, and was leading his band there during the 
Great Exhibition of 1851.43 When the Crystal Palace—the most famous glasshouse of them all—
was moved to Sydenham (opening in summer of 1854) it, too, became a concert venue, notably 
under the direction of August Manns.44 The list goes on. 
The front page of one summer 1877 issue of the Musical World featured advertising, on 
the left-hand side, for the Gatti promenade concerts at Covent Garden and, on the right-hand 
side, for Luise Liebhart’s Grand Concerts at the Agricultural Hall, Islington. The first line of 
information about the latter events promised no less than “Ten Thousand Pounds’ worth of 
Foliage Plants, Trees, Fountains, Fruits, and Flowers, from the most eminent Florists and 
Growers.”45 These verdant entertainments were promenade concerts in all but name, offering 
“Unreserved Seats and Promenade” for the usual flat rate of one shilling. The same venue would 
continue to host promenade concerts for years to come, often as part of a mixed bill. In the 
summer of 1889 they could be found alongside “Garden fêtes, Flower shows, Variety 
entertainment . . . Military bands [and] Cooke’s arcadian al fresco circus,” with the whole 
attraction entitled Arcadia, a Veritable Fairyland.46 Another notice from the same summer 
details “Fountains, Flowers, Palm Groves, Alcoves, [and] Ferneries,” as well as “Thousands of 
Coloured Lights and Lanterns.” There was even a “GRAND CASCADE 75 feet wide, falling 50 
feet,” which represents an apex of sorts for the subject of this essay.47  
<S>Conclusions 
<TX>By now it should be clear that the series of promenade concerts instigated at Queen’s Hall 
in 1895 was by no means the first to install a fountain. The tradition that ended in 2010 went 
back much further than the small number of dutiful press reports at the time implied. In fact, I 
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would suggest that Cathcart’s innovation was not to include the fountain, but to exclude the more 
outlandish Arcadian accoutrements described above. The origins of the BBC Proms thus lie in a 
partial refusal of the environmental imagination—decorations and all—that I have been tracking 
in this essay. Nevertheless, one of the most consistent features of the promenade tradition, from 
the 1830s to the present day, has been an attempt to bring elements of outdoor experience within 
the interior concert space. This process of interiorization has not been simple.  It represents a 
challenge for historians of urban culture, not least because the elements involved—leaves, 
breezes, hanging around—defy obvious categorization in terms of taste and class. While existing 
narratives about promenade concerts and the popularization of classical music remain 
compelling, they have relatively little to say about architecture and environment. In this essay, I 
have tried to begin to remedy that, to pause by the pool for long enough to take the temperature 
of this concert hall curiosity, to ask how it got there, and why it lasted so long.  
In concluding, I also want to ask to what extent the historical connections between 
promenade concerts and the built environment remain relevant. In recent times, at least in the 
United Kingdom, discussions of this distinctive performance format have been bound up in 
sometimes vicious debates about national identity and so-called culture wars. More specifically, 
the much-hyped Last Night of the Proms has served as a lightning rod for political comment 
about flags, jingoism, and the words to “Rule, Britannia!”48 This is an important debate to have, 
but it is one that risks reducing promenade concerts to a mere play of symbols, without depth, 
without sound, without geography. There is more to the BBC Proms than the Last Night and 
there is more to the Last Night than the Royal Albert Hall. Early in this essay, I referred to the 
concerts under the banner of Proms in the Park held not only in Hyde Park, but also in cities 
across the four nations of the United Kingdom. Most of these concerts (in London and 
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elsewhere) are recorded for broadcast on BBC radio and/or television. When the Last Night 
comes around it brings together the largest “single” audience, with satellite link-ups and big 
screen simulcasts used to foster a sense of connection among the 6,000-odd souls inside the 
Royal Albert Hall, the many more thousands sitting or standing in urban parks, and millions of 
listeners and viewers tuning in from home. Somewhere in that mix is a vestige of the older, pre-
1895 tradition of promenade concerts, in which musical free-and-easiness mediated the city and 
the country, the indoors and the outside. Perhaps the fountain is not finished, after all—it has just 
left the building. 
Abstract 
Discussions of promenade concerts, at least in the United Kingdom, tend to run along one of two 
lines: either the format is emblematic of attempts to popularize classical music or (in the famous 
case of the Last Night of the BBC Proms) it is symptomatic of a contested cultural nationalism. 
An alternative line of inquiry is to consider promenade concerts as part of the built environment. 
Until 2010 the fountain at the Royal Albert Hall wasa mainstay of musical promenading; it had 
been so for over a century and a half. Such fountains, often accompanied by potted plants and 
Arcadian décor, were said to cool the concert hall and freshen the air, especially when their 
sprinkles were supplemented with blocks of imported ice. They occupied a prominent place in a 
concert architecture that encouraged mobility and informality, drawing on a long tradition of 
outdoor promenading that had gradually moved indoors. The history of concert hall suggests that 
the promenade phenomenon not only  constituted a site of social and political negotiation (as it 
has typically been described), but also a staging post in the enclosure of hitherto open spaces and 
an example of the Victorian desire to control the climate of public assembly. Keywords: 
promenade concerts, Victorian London, built environment, popularization, middle class 
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Plate 1: Promotional lithograph for promenade concerts at Hengler’s Cirque on Argyle Street, 
London. Printed by M.M. Hanly, 18a Fetter Lane, E. C., c. 1880. Evanion Collection 2584. By 
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